Introduction
Large scale (capacity) superconducting applications require distributing cooling power over long distances (high flow rates) with minimised temperature gradients for high thermodynamique efficiency A li ti R f i t Application 
Non-isothermal cooling duties:
Process between two points: Simplified flow diagram for helium distribution between the 4.5 K been imposed mostly by the constraints to be able to cool sc cavities
From Simplified Schemes to Real Distribution ?
• Exergy analysis: good overview of the losses due to design choices H t t i d t il d t i lifi ti • However, not exact in every detail due to simplifications (simplified model -specification data -exergy analysis)
• A complete exergy analysis of a LHC sector would certainly be interesting in order to compare the real loads and losses along the sector to the design values once at nominal operating conditions sector to the design values, once at nominal operating conditions.
• 
Conclusion
• Thanks to the variety of its cooling duties, a 3.3km long sector of the LHC provides an interesting field for application of the exergetic analysis method to cryogenic distribution analysis method to cryogenic distribution
• Cooling schemes and losses of very different nature can be compared in terms of their relative exergetic cost The absolute value of the in terms of their relative exergetic cost. The absolute value of the exergy gives almost directly the input power to the refrigeration system (within efficiency factor w.r.t Carnot) y ( y )
• Overall efficiency of the LHC distribution system: 68 % (no circulating pumps!) ( 32 % of input power corresponds to about 1.3 MW !)
• We advocate application of the exergy analysis method to cryogenic systems as a powerful tool to render the design engineer second law CEC/ICMC09 -Tucson (AZ) Exergy Analysis of the LHC Distribution System 18/18 y p g g conscious and allow him to optimize cryogenic distribution
